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Abstract—

I

n this era time is very crucial, and when it comes to the digital world time plays a vital role. Today every field in
computer science has a huge amount of data, and we need to process them to get valuable information out of it.
To make the processing fast and to utilize the processor’s capability to its maximum, parallel processing was
introduced. With the evolution in processor architectures the parallel processing has also evolved. Now we have multi
core systems known as GPUs and using which the degree of parallelism has gone to its highest. This paper Presents
Parallel Processing for performing fast execution of a program using NVIDIA GPU Device on CUDA Platform. A
comprehensive study of multiple techniques for comparison of GPU system and non-GPU system performances is
given.
Keywords— Compute Unified Device Architecture, Graphical Processing Unit, Parallel Processing Languages.
I. INTRODUCTION
Parallel processing divides a bigger task into multiple smaller tasks and executes these tasks on multiple processors
concurrently. The main aim of parallel processing is to improve the performance by reducing the execution time, and
making better utilization of resources to achieve high degree of parallelism. There are two types of memory available first
is shared memory which is available for all processing elements and other one is distributed memory available as a part of
each processing element.
The shared memory system supports non-objective part of the sharing which is more costly as compared to distributed
memory system. There are several systems to reach to parallel processing using Graphics Processors (GPU), which has
multiple cores that can help to achieve high performance parallel computing. The languages used in GPU to develop
programs are CUDA, OpenCL, OpenACC, OpenMP.
CUDA
Compute Unified Device Architecture is a Single Instruction Multiple Data stream (SIMD) architecture. One
instruction executed by all processors simultaneously and maintain a work load on all processors. It provides a parallel
processing platform and GPU operating atmosphere. CUDA is very useful for highly parallel algorithms. If one wants to
decrease the execution time of the algorithm when executed on GPU then he/she is required to have multiple threads.
In general, more the number of threads, better the performance, for the most of the serial algorithms. To achieve high
performance serial algorithm can be converted into parallel ones, but this is not always feasible. As discussed earlier to
induce smart optimization we need to divide the single process into a number of threads, then performance of algorithmic
program will increase.
GPU
(Graphical Processing Unit) is an electronic device made for using multiple parallel processes that provide fast
execution and fast results, using CUDA platform and GPU achieved time and memory reliability, it has multiple core in a
device and each core have a multiple thread those threads execute multiple task parallel. GPU is more powerful as
compared to CPU and now days in most of the areas GPU is preferred for processing purposes.
GPU Internal Architecture :
Grid: is an internal part of GPU device. There are multiple grids in a Graphical Processing Unit that splits the tasks and
perform operations, it internally calls blocks, and threads.
Block: is an internal part of grid, each grid has multiple blocks. Each block has shared memory, registers, and local
memory.
Thread: is a small part of process, multiple thread belongs to every block, each thread executes parallel task and every
threads have shared memory, native memory, and registers. Threads in each block shares data through Global Memory,
native memory, registers, constant memory, shared memory and texture memory.
Global Memory: is sharable among all threads, and perform write and read operation. It is slow in processing and not a
cache for serial processing. 16 byte memory is faster than other memory.
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Constant Memory: stores constant method and values, but it is slow and it has cached.
Texture Memory: is a read-only memory that can improve performance and reducing memory traffic when read
operation have certain accessing patterns.
Registers: is a fast available memory provided for each thread using access and storage purpose.
Shared Memory: is a same for each thread and separate for each block, it is smaller than global memory and it uses
read and write operation. Threads can execute simultaneously then provide the information of availability of space in a
shared memory in block.
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Fig. 1: Compute Unified Device Architecture
Here Host/CPU and Device/GPU communicate through a host function that is shown in fig. 4 kernels as a function
instruct to the device (GPU) for any task to execute parallel in a multiple threads in a single block.
II.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Barrier Synchronization is a group of processing elements that stops the process at fixed points known as synchronization
points. At that point all the processing elements wait until all processes reach that place. When the processing load is
unbalanced, barrier synchronization can reduce processor utilization. Many performance optimization strategies have
been proposed to optimize the number of synchronization points to enhance the load-balancing among processing units
for performance [1][2][3][4][5].
In this paper studied, however, handle counterintuitive phenomena that for GPUs adding unnecessary barriers can
enhance application performance. The Barrier synchronization can be used in applications by using _Syncthreads()
command in CUDA[6]. This is effective for all threads in a thread block. Using barrier synchronization the authors tested
how much memory the process takes and system speedup on various GPU devices. Here in one case using a memory
conflict model, which shows the artificial barrier synchronization can relieve memory contention and maintain data
access locality by synchronizing the memory demand of a thread block.
Without barriers the threads of various progresses may complete the same cache line which increases cache misses.
Using artificial barrier in any application here recognizes a program model, which is shown in fig. 5. In this pattern, the
threads allow the GPU device memory easily and perform simple operation in a program. The access data should have a
certain level of locality, under these conditions, adding an artificial barrier at the end of the loop can improve the GPU
memory performance.
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Fig. 2 CPU v/s GPU
There are many multipattern string matching applications available, including network image processing, design
recognition, natural language processing. In this paper two methods are implemented Aho-Corasick (AC) [7]
multipattern search techniques while Scalpel [8] uses the Boyer-Moor single pattern search algorithm. Since scalpel uses
a single pattern searching algorithm, its execution time is a linear in the multiplication of the number of patterns in the
pattern directory and the length of the aim string in which the search is being done.
On the other hand, as it uses an efficient multipattern search algorithm, it has a runtime that is free of the number of
patterns in the directory and linear in the length of aim pattern. Several investigators tried to improve the performance of
multi string matching application through the use of parallelism [9][25[26]. Our attention is to accelerating the AC and
Boyer-Moore multipattern string matching algorithms through the use of a GPU. A GPU operates in standard masterslave fashion, in which the GPU is a slave that is connected to a master or host processor under whose control it operates.
Algorithm development for the master slave system is affected by the location of the input data and where the results are
to be stored. Normally, four cases GPU-to-GPU, Host-to-Host, Host-to-GPU, and GPU-to-Host arise depending on
whether the input-output reside initially in the slave (GPU) or the master memory (CPU) [10][11].
In this multipattern string matching, here studied all the phenomena of a given directory of patterns in an aim string.
In this paper, here study addresses the two cases. In our reference there refer to the first case (slave-to-slave) GPU-toGPU.
Careful observation of the deficiencies of a base implementation of the GPU-to-GPU AC and Boyer-Moore algorithms
and a transparent detail of however these insufficiencies are often conquer. Overcome the noted lack of speed the AC
implementation by a region between 8 and 9 [12][13].

Fig. 3: GPU Accessing Memory
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For the Boyer-Moore algorithm, the authors completed only the first step of a 4-step deficiency elimination process
and achieved a speedup close to 2. The rest steps weren't completed as a result, it became evident that the remaining steps
wouldn't create the GPU-to-GPU Boyer-Moore Formula economical with the improved Aho-Corasick formula.
For the host-to-host computing, they take into account two methodologies to overlap input-output information transfer
between host and GPU with GPU calculation. The primary of these, that's intuitive and the given wants further GPU
memory than is required by the alternative.
The execution of each strategy is analyzed for master-slave systems that have either one (e.g., GT200 and C1060) or
(e.g., C2050) I/O channels between electronic equipment and GPU. The authors have proved the optimally of the first
strategy for the systems with 1 and 2 I/O channels and conjointly the sub optimality of the second strategy. For the
second strategy, they determined tight performance bounds relative to best performance. These bounds modify the PC
user to estimate the trade-off between GPU memory demand and overall application runtime and to in all probability use
a hybrid strategy to optimize runtime subject to the constraint of available GPU memory.
They compute first data transfer strategy with their optimized GPU-to-GPU AC implementation to arrive at a host-tohost implementation that achieves a throughput of 10 GBps on a GT200. This throughput is at the high end of the 1.5 to
12 GBps performance achieved by the C1060, which is in the same family as the GT200 implementation [14][15].
In the survey paper an implementation of parallel K-means clustering, referred to as Kps-means, that takes high
execution with near-full occupancy calculates kernels while not imposing limits on the quantity of dimensions and
statistic points allowable as input, so joining high degree of parallelism and efficiency[16][17]. They have analyzed
parallel sorting as processing and change steps, and therefore the finals, it's enforced NVIDIA GPU compare to the
processor, Implementations of algorithms on Nvidia’s CUDA-enabled multi-core architectures need to manage two
major problems, first restricted size of low-latency high information measure shared memory, and second thread
divergence inflicting lost clock cycles through idle threads [18][19][20].
In another survey paper; authors presented a Co-prime Blur scheme that is a video surveillance in public area has
increased performance in recent history as a means to stop both terrorism and crime in an urban environment. Whatever,
care about the possibility for abuse and the general loss of privacy has also grown along with the number of supervision
cameras. In current years the problem of giving visual data in sensitive condition without effect on the privacy of the
public has been a major research topic in the machine vision community. The challenge in secure surveillance data lies in
how to minimize both the number of personal identity features and people with access to this quality. Studied here newly
co-prime blurred pair model in which they have two kernels used for blurring the image are co-prime when mapped to a
bivariate polynomial under the z-transform. The blurred data in a single stream are difficult to restore conventional blind
deconvention approaches. Here author implements a decryption scheme on the GPU to achieve real time performance.
That scheme can effectively protect sensitive identity information in surveillance videos and reconstruct the original nonblurred video stream for people with high-security clearance.
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Method (….)
{ ……..
Loop(…..)
{
1. Local memory access that has data and contention for
the shared-memory system
2. Logical operation
3. ***Add an artificial barrier here
}
….. }
Fig. 5 Patterns for using Artificial Barrier in the program
III. RELATED WORK
Several researchers have accomplished the power and capacity of GPU. So a lot of work is being done currently every
day to implement GPU into current technology and method, to enhance their presentation. Parallel computing has
not only helped to increase the speed and resource utilization
but together build several complicated
problem executions probable, to all its advantages here called high computation process.
1. The latest development in the scope of GPUs has brought some amount of computing power to system which delivers
a path to increase many numerical methods.
Danilo De Donno et al [21] give an explanation to GPU characteristics by calculating how the compute time of FiniteDifference Time-Domain (FDTD) method can be decreased. Appropriately, they explain how to improve a CUDA model
of the FDTD algorithm that achieves peak performance.
2. To bring for parallel programming on GPUs exploitation C, CUDA may be a straightforward stage. David
Luebke[22] make a case for this methodology to perform matrix operation on GPUs utilization C/C++.
The performance increases as the author divided loop variables into threads, grids and blocks. Author focused on various
memories present in the hardware and how one can use them in an effective manner. In the conclusion he deduced that
the GPU can speed up the entire execution by implementing small threads in GPU, as compared to CPU.
3. Miguel C’ardenas-Montes et al[23] try to resolve large amount of optimized problem using GPUs, they study the small
and available common problem solving approaches including time boundary and other factors. They characterize the
design of a GPGPU-based parallel Swarm method, to deal with such problems protecting a restricted execution time
limit. This implementation gains from an accomplice mapping of the data element (swarm of high dimension particles) to
the parallel processing elements of the GPU. In conclusion, a graph between speedup curve and increase in
dimensionality is generated.
4. The GPU is being to help register and analysis their data faster with the best insurance policies. The process of
computing the rate of assurance change accordingly to many parameters for various rule owners. There are a lot of things
in insurance agencies which can be too complex, for example, of the maturity of policy to constantly changing rates and
shares. The data always increases and so the complexity, and then to calculate policy and the maturity amount CPU can
take more time to analyze the data. In such places we can use a GPU processor that takes a huge number of parameters and
calculates very fast and provide the result quickly.[24]
IV.
EXPERIMENTAL STEPS
The Software Development Toolkit or SDK is a best way to study about CUDA. Using this we can write and compile the
example code and execute it using the CUDA programming toolkit. The SDK is easily accessible on NVIDIA’s official
website and can be downloaded by anyone. Anyone have basic programming knowledge can start writing a CUDA code
from C with some settings that is in a position to run on the GPU.
Start to Develop our Own Application Steps
1. Install Microsoft Visual Studio’s latest version as an environment for CUDA programing.
2. Attach CUDA capable GPU device in the system and install its driver for compute capability of the Graphics
Card.
3. Write a CUDA code in C/C++ or Java according to choice.
4. Select some internal settings like to include the CUDA library, and working environment.
5. Using CUDA library function, we can achieve the parallel execution and transfer instruction CPU to GPU for
execution and after execution the result copy to host memory space.
6. And show output in command prompts according to our inputs.
Implementing Basic CUDA Code
1. CUDA API provides functions kind qualifiers like __global__, __device__, __host__.
2. Using “CudaMalloc” function for GPU memory allocation.
3. Take as input data in the CPU.
4. Copy data from CPU to GPU using library function CudaMemCpy with parameter as
(CudaMemcpyHostToDevice)
5. Then, using function calls the control will be transferred to CPU to GPU they have specified the number of
grids, blocks and threads i.e. that provide parallelism in our program.
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Copy the result data in CPU, memory by using library function CudaMemCpy with Parameter
(CudaMemcopyHostToDevice).
After that's given result, free the GPU memory using library function CudaFree.

As discussed above setting up CUDA is easy and writing code is also not difficult if anyone is familiar with computer
programming. The most crucial part of in CUDA programming is deciding how many threads are required for proper
parallelism. The kernel calls are important, as they can make the code run very efficiently or can also break the system if
not properly managed.
CUDA Pros:
1. The CUDA functions are written in basic C\C++ languages, thus coder writes someone easier.
2. C functions are pointer supported.
3. C++ constructors are also supported.
4. Uses simple API.
5. CUDA increased GPU performance using libraries.
6. CUDA supports large number of languages.
7. CUDA provides documentation to write a code in different platform.
Cons:
1.
2.
3.

It is NVIDIA GPU proprietary.
If GPU hardware is not available, then CPU does not take care about data backup and a task is aborted.
CUDA programs require settings that are difficult to set.

Benefits:
1. CUDA provides high level language C programming model for flexible programming.
2. GPU provides more thread facility compared to the CPU.
3. CUDA provides a shared memory for all threads that can communicate data easily.
Limitations:
1. GPU doesn't support recursive function, with help of the loop, we can achieve this.
2. Texture version not there.
3. Only support the NVIDIA GPU.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
After comparing GPU and CPU programming and CUDA paradigms of parallel computing, we can say that the Nvidia
GPU Architecture future is very good hand and that initiates the change of parallel computing in both software and
hardware area. There are the fast executions and more effective purposes GPU is used in our literature survey. we studied
and it is better for other and all parallel computing area.
Using CUDA API and libraries enhanced the performance of programming on parallel computing in various algorithms
like sorting, multiplication, addition, string matching we will implement them and compare the results with CPU and
GPU in terms of execution time and memory utilizations.
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